Latina/o Studies Conference Program Committee (2014)

- **Frances Aparicio**, Northwestern University, *(Latina and Latino literary and cultural studies, Latino/a popular music and dance)*
- **Mari Castañeda**, University of Massachusetts, *(Latino ethnic media studies, and global communications, digital media, mass media)*
- **Hector Cordero Guzman**, Baruch College – School of Public Affairs, *(Education, employment, poverty, race and inequality, non-profit organizations, international migration, and social welfare policy)*
- **Raúl Coronado, Co-Chair**, University of California at Berkeley *(Comparative history of writing in the colonial and 19th century Americas; Latina/o intellectual & literary history)*
- **Jorge Duany**, Florida International University, *(Migration, ethnicity, race, nationalism, and transnationalism in the Caribbean and the United States)*
- **Rosa Linda Fregoso**, University of California at Santa Cruz, *(Human rights, gender violence, cultural studies, film and media studies)*
- **Lorena Garcia**, University of Illinois at Chicago *(Gender, sexuality, race/ethnicity, and US Latinos)*
- **Pierrette Hondagneu Sotelo**, University of Southern California, *(Gender and migration, Mexican/Latino migration, religion and the immigrant rights movement)*
- **Jonathan Xavier Inda**, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, *(Politics of immigration, governmentality and life politics, globalization, and the critical study of race, science, and medicine)*
- **Deborah Paredes**, University of Texas at Austin, *(Performance studies, poetry, race, gender, and sexuality, contemporary American drama and poetry; Latino studies)*
- **Stephen Pitti**, Yale University, *(History of Mexican Americans; US west; Latinos; 19th & 20th century immigration; US-Mexico border; labor history)*
- **Ray Rocco**, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), *(Political Science, globalization, democracy, citizenship, political theory and race, ethnicity and politics)*
- **Mérida Rúa**, Williams College, *(U.S. Latina/o studies, urban history and urban ethnography comparative approaches to race, ethnicity, citizenship, and space)*
- **Elena Sabogal**, William Patterson University, *(Gender, immigration, Latin American and Latino Studies)*
- **Silvio Saillant Torres**, Syracuse University, *(Latino literature, Dominican studies, intellectual history and diasporic cultures, racial identities)*
- **Maura Toro Morn**, Illinois State University, *(Gender, migration and globalization; Immigrant women workers, social class, and race in the Puerto Rican experience)*
- **Lourdes Torres, Co-Chair**, DePaul University, *(Sociolinguistics, Spanish in the US, queer Latino studies, Latina lesbian organizing)*
- **Deborah Vargas**, University of California at Riverside, *(Chicana/Latina cultural production; cultural studies; queer studies; women of color feminisms, popular culture and music)*